The word ‘home’ means different things to different people. This graphic is titled “On the Golden Distant Shore”
© uxmal750ad. See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/On-the-Golden-Distant-Shore-446456628
Trogudk Stoksueghaidzok
“Nose in front!”
UPP 8E8CBC, Age 38, Irilitok Vargr
Skills: Mechanical - 4, Survival - 3, Grav Vehicle - 2, Recon - 2, Ground Tactics - 2, Stealth - 2, Navigation - 1,
Liaison - 1, Vacc Suit - 1, Jack-of-Trades - 1, Intrusion - 1, Linguistics - 1, Grav Belt - 1, Electronics - 1, Computer - 0,
Biology - 0, Zero-G - 0, Handgun - 0
Languages: Rrakfugk (Native: an Irilitok Vargr language), Julian Anglic
Tools: On his person, there’s always some nice TL-14 cybergear that will let a low-level techie like himself tap into,
search, and obtain information on most networks of TL 6-11. Trogudk isn’t much of a fighter, so he usually doesn’t
even have a knife on his person: but he does have ‘silent walking’ boots, and a set of disposable low-power cammo
suits: not true chameleon wear, but good enough for most casual observers and low-tech sensors.
He’s wealthy enough to have a good set of cybernetic eyes, ears, and nose. It looks and feels all-natural, but the
data can be recorded, quantified and transmitted. Troogudk also has an on-board processor in his skull: “Nothing
too fancy: just enough to analyse the data and present the findings in my synthetic iris as a HUD.”
Visual: Trogudk is a descendent of the “Fgouthuagruedh line of Vargr Friends”: a genetically-altered subset of the
Irilitok race, shaped to be specialized living tools (slaves) of the Asimikigir with a focus on technological aptitude,
curiosity, and a higher level of intelligence, coupled with an even stronger intellectualized and rationalized (as
opposed to scent-derived and instinctual) eagerness to please, and so gain the approval & protection of their
8
9
masters. “Bred with pride by the Menderes Corporation!”

8

Lots of smarties out there have a horror of uncontrolled and unpredictable situations, and are quite eager to
serve & justify the powerful in all they do, in return for high-prestige, high pay, low-risk tenured work.
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Trogudk himself is only ~70% Fgouthuagruedh, but has the visual traits of the Fgouthuagruedh: a double-coat
(outer grey, inner mottled black/sable or black/wolf grey), even less stoop than other Irilitok, but with somewhat
smaller, brown or black triangular eyes like a pit bull.
Typically, Trogudk wears his Asimikigir raiment – a typically loud multi-robe, jacket, scarf and boot ensemble.
Imperial humans can’t be bothered to tell the difference between loud and colourful Julian Vargr and loud and
colourful Imperial Vargr clothing… but the local Vargr can spot the difference instantly.
Opening theme: “First Snow”, Clint Mansell, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYfdY4Sl-EQ

Variable stars, unstable suns and aging white dwarfs are often beautiful to behold: but if you aren’t
paying close attention to the ambient radiation, this beauty will be the last thing you will ever see!
This graphic is titled “Rings of Creation” © uxmal750ad.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Rings-of-Creation-484981181

Backgrounder

Trogudk’s origins are a bit of a mystery to himself: even his true birthworld is unknown. His earliest memories were
being a young member of the Prenasagh Pack, a mainly human community/religion/corporation of a few hundred
residing on a pleasant campus/gated community, part of a sprawling village-metropolis-arcology network on
Raduun/Tozus Ganok/Mendan 3119 (UWP in 993: D310856-A). Also included in the Prenasagh Pack were some
young Vargr: some who just wandered in, and others who were brought in as they were in need of support.

9

Slavery has been illegal within the Asimikigir since the late -300s/early -200s Imperial, but the traits of the
Fgouthuagruedh gene line continued to be passed forward to the present day, 993 Imperial. The pure line is
reasonably healthy, numbering at nine million members, with another 80 million Irilitok with a greater than
5% inherited Fgouthuagruedh gene set. A word of advice: Vargr specialists and Julian Protectorate people
really should get a copy of Challenge Magazine #49 to understand what’s going on, available at
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/87272/CHALLENGE-Magazine-No-49
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Several of the older Vargr members were in a Panet relationship with human partners, including Trogudk himself
in his teens. He never really got into the theology or business side of things, but truly bonded with his Panet
partner, and stuck around until his partner died… then, after grieving, Trogudk left the Prenasagh Pack with their
blessing, and managed to get into Menderes Corporation as a mechanic. He became a really good mechanic, and
so eventually was placed in situations where every sophont could be relied on, earning his place on the team.
Trogudk’s life made a major turn when he joined the Fathe-Kiu Gi Expeditions into the Hegemony of Lorean. These
Vargr expeditions were a treaty requirement for the Hegemony to maintain Associate Status with the Protectorate,
so they were permitted to enter and work within Hegemonio Space… but were given the very minimum support
10
and assistance possible. If Trogudk couldn’t make it work with the materials on hand, it wasn’t going to happen:
and at the end of the day, he made it happen.
Moreover, the Irilitok Vargr got a fair bit into the business end of the expedition, getting himself into some dicey
11
situations with local Hegemonio military forces. Oddly, it was the Lorean Rangers – one of the few Hegemonio
military units that tolerate Vargr members – who caused the most grief, with weapons fire being exchanged for
several hours before a mutual stand-down could be arranged.
There were other incidents which Trogudk won’t talk about. Let’s say that 1) certain Hegemonio officers and
men, when faced with inquisitive Vargr under treaty protection, will knowingly pull the trigger, treating the
inevitable court martial and likely execution as ‘the price of duty’, and 2) A good chunk of Trogudk’s (broadly
evasive) Ground Tactics and Survival skill sets were earned in the Fathe-Kiu Gi Expeditions, ‘in friendly
Hegemonio space’.
Not bad for a highly skilled, naturally pacifist mechanic… not bad at all!

At the moment…
Due to both his experience and his 15 minutes of fame after returning with the Fathe-Kiu Gi Expeditions, Trogudk
was seen as a prime recruit for the Rukonrifguag. More often than not, he is treated as the leader of the
Rukonrifguag operating within the Empty Quarter, and the actual leader of the Vargr crew of the Plata o Plomo.
Vargr being Vargr, this position is occasionally challenged, but Trogudk is good at deflecting or neutering
challenges before they get out of hand. His proven skill in handling hostile humans helps a lot, too.
Like most Irilitok, he isn’t a warrior, but fairly skilled at the social side of things. Unlike many Irilitok, he is able to
kill… but almost always a low profile killing, only when it’s necessary for survival, and never in a way that attracts
attention. It’s always a sudden and exceedingly one-sided event, with the target never given the option to escape
or fight back.
The idea of killing for charisma, public intimidation, or building his reputation horrifies Trodudk, and actually
fighting someone turns his stomach. In his heart, everyone really should be friends, and the few sophonts he killed
weren’t really his enemies… they were just misguided, and sadly, there wasn’t enough time to reach out to them
12,13
and befriend them, so they just had to Quickly Go Away.

10

What the Hegemonio military really wanted to do was blow those Vargr right out of space… but Orders are
Orders. <visual: gritted teeth, clenched fists>
11
Last seen in “Downed on Uzola”, Stellar Reaches #6.
12
Trogudk’s psyche is already slowly moving to block out even the memory of actually hurting anyone. The
muscle memory and core instincts are going to stick around, though…
13
If the Referee decided to definitely have Trogudk break with his Irilitok instincts, he would make a pretty
good assassin. Especially with that ‘memory-delete’ function: a psion could look into his mind and genuinely
find no evidence of murder. Quite handy in Zhodani regions of space! Now, about the technique of ‘arranging
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“Traveling – it leaves you speechless, then turns you into a storyteller.” – Ibn Battuta
This graphic is titled “Gas Giant” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Gas-Giant-574078474

And you’re here because of…?
“Money, dear boy.”
Trogudk has enough of a pension from the Fathe-Kiu Gi Expeditions that he could retire right now without
worrying much about food, clothing, shelter and health care. But he wants more than this, and the Vargr behind
the Rukonrifguag group has promised him a large payoff, a good corporate-level pension, and the opportunity to
earn more money with speaking engagements and royalties from branding and images.
Yes, Trogudk will get good Charisma if he delivers results, and Charisma naturally leads to more fame, which leads
to more income if you know what you are doing. Notice that the Vargr will often be motivated purely by the
possibility of gaining Charisma… but Trogudk is really interested by the money high Charisma would bring in, and
not truly in the Charisma per se, ‘like a proper Vargr would be.’
a suicide’, via Hiver-style psychological manipulation or by merely painting the evidence at the crime scene in
a way good enough to pass forensics and get your desired storyline…
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Closing theme: “Journey Through the Galaxy”, Andreas Waldentoft,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhkWX3PwkF8

This is the kind of sight that portrays paradise to most sophonts. No, not the sunlight glistening from the rock,
not the glowing orb with the shimmering silver rings. It’s the liquid water, shirt-sleeve temperatures, and
breathable air that does the trick. This graphic is titled “Horns of the Kraken” © uxmal750ad.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Horns-of-the-Kraken-572784525
Vadzuk Grenh
Just a Hired Hand
UPP 3E5A91, Age 29, Irilitok Vargr
Skills: Sensor Ops - 2, Streetwise - 1, Stealth - 1, Rifleman - 1, Pilot - 1, Admin - 1, Turret Weapon - 1, Persuasion - 1,
Commo - 1, Ships Boat - 1, Electronics - 1, Ship Tactics - 1, Engineering - 1, Grav Vehicle - 0, Computer - 0,
Vacc Suit - 0
Languages: Ukazk (Native: an Irilitok Vargr language of Ikon)
Note: Vadzuk does not share any language with the other crewmen, and cannot communicate with them without a
translator.
14

Tools: A translator, compromising of an earpiece and a throat vocalizer.

A rifle with a few clips of ammo is also kept, dissembled, in her cabin. Vadzuk can put it together at need… but it
will take a few minutes.

14

A broad assortment of the most common languages of the Julian Protectorate are included in the software,
including Julian Anglic, Rrakfugk, Ukazk, Modern Vilani, Old High Vilani, and several of the more common Vargr
and human languages. Several other languages are also included, including Imperial Anglic (Transform and
Core), Modern Gashikan, and even the exotic Aslan tongue: the Rim Anglic of the Solomani Confederation is
not included, as it’s just too unlikely to be needed in the Protectorate.
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Visual: A typical low-charisma Vargr. Vadzuk bears a permanent hangdog expression of resignation and defeat,
dresses in an untidy manner, and isn’t very vocal or assertive. When possible, she’ll sorta-kinda hide in meetings
and social situations. While intelligent and observant, Vadzuk keep it under wraps, as expressing herself is more
likely to get her in trouble than anything else.
Opening theme: “Green into Gold”, David Lanz, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVDn2IvaNG0

Nothing special
When a member of the original crew simply walked away on Ikon when his salary demands weren’t met, the
remaining members of the Plata o Plomo had to scramble for a replacement. There was a good selection of skilled
hands available, able to speak Vilani or Anglic… and all of them had been involved in piracy in Imperial space. The
leaders of the Rukonrifguag steered clear of these Vargr, as they wanted to avoid any red flags with the Imperial
15
Navy ... so they decided to hire Vadzuk Grenh, who has a broad set of useful skills, coupled with very modest
salary expectations.
Vadzuk is a native of Ikon… an Irilitok native, a Vargr race of human-bred ex-slaves who are utterly despised by the
ruling Ovaghoun Vargr (and their quiet Vilani servants, who are often a good deal more dangerous than their
16
masters). The insults, the tongue-lashings, the mockery, and the beat-downs would get to anyone after a while…
never mind the pro-social Irilitok, who long for the approval of their leaders and of society in general.

Working up to average
While broadly skilled, Vadzuk isn’t a stand-out in many areas, and the language barrier, combined with her low
charisma, pushed her to the back of the pack. Still… she does her job reasonably well, and unlike on Ikon, there is
far more casual indifference directed to her than hardened hostility.
Free of the endless, cruel contempt of her homeworld, Vadzuk dares to dream of being fully accepted as part of
the group. She fantasises of situations where her ho-hum ship tactical skill, middling piloting ability, and
unremarkable turret handling all combine with her pretty decent skill at sensors (her secret pride and joy) to turn
her into a heroine, saving the ship and earning the love and respect of the crew. As inconspicuously as possible,
17
Vadzuk is also working hard at studying the Rrakfugk language : breaking the language barrier would go a long
way to truly becoming ‘one of us’. As of 001-993, she is building up the courage to ask another crewman to be her
language study partner.
Compared with the extraordinary personalities and unusual skills of her crewmates, it’s unlikely that Vadzuk will
ever get past the ‘eh, she’s all right’ level in the eyes of her teammates. But, if she can get the basic level of respect
and acceptance she needs, she’ll be content… perhaps, even happy.
Closing theme: “Dreamboat Annie”, Heart, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLoMej34zvA

15

Yes, the Imperial Navy can be tough on Vargr visitors: but unlike the profoundly hostile local navies, the
Imperial Navy is predictable, at least tries to be fair and impartial, and really do have rules they stick to.
Visiting Vargr civilian ships would be wise to stay on the Imperium’s good side…
16
Every time the Ovaghoun look at the Irilitok, they see an inferior and derisive version of themselves… an
‘alternate reality’ they naturally want to rip apart into bloody chunks. In contrast, the Vilani see competition, a
threat to be neutralized in as organized, as rational, and as thorough a manner as possible.
17
As an Irilitok tongue, it’s definitely easier for Vadzuk to study and practice than any of the human languages.
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Powerful cultures and glorious empires leave behind towering monuments to their greatness.
But I bet they would have far preferred to have left behind living families instead,
sharing their gods, their spirit, their blood, their hopes, their language, their land, their stories.
“There is no substitute for the survival of the Race!” – Solomani Ideology 101.
This graphic is titled “lost civilization” © Igor Tovstogan.
See his work at https://igortovstogan.deviantart.com/art/lost-civilization-671685587
Captain Alokhos Grankdziz (Ret.)
One Chance
UPP 7C49E8, Age 44, Ovaghoun Vargr (“Ikonaz Vargr”)
Skills: Laser Weapon - 2, Infighting - 2, Combat Rifleman - 1, Turret Weapon - 1, ATV - 1, Medical - 1, Survival - 1,
Scrounge - 1, Streetwise - 1, Bribery - 1, Grav Vehicle - 1, Computer - 0, Vacc Suit – 0
Languages: Julian Anglic, Ikonaz Vilani

18

Tools: A set of diamond-edged titanium Navy Claws – the equivalent of a human Naval Sword – is his prize
possession. Otherwise, not much, really: just a data pad – mainly loaded with content and electronic memorabilia
19
from his years of service with the Julian Star Legion – and what’s inside his head.
Visual: Captain Grankdziz wears the undress uniform of a Star Legion captain, with markings and insignia that
denote his status as “honourable/long service/retired”. His civilian outfits retain the formal fit and cut of Vargr
military uniforms, as he’s only at ease wearing such clothing.
Opening theme: “More”, Nils Frahm, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gH2IVFKAx9M

Afterglow… and then, the Blastwave
The good captain had only recently retired from his service in the Star Legion: a service that was far more about
20
political manoeuvres and networking than actually fighting. For him, it was a good 25 years, with a pension to
18

“Why no, this Vargr is completely uninterested in learning any Vargr language other than the Vargr forms of
Ikonaz Vilani. Why pretend that they have anything significant to say?”
19
Some of that content is real… and some is photoshopped.
20
Despite the title and the big talk (peppered with outright lies), Captain Grandkziz never actually served on a
starship, never mind led a ship into battle. He has actually fired a laser rifle in anger, though… more than once,
even!
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match and a comfortable retirement on his homeword of Ikon to look forward to, with richly rewarding
‘consultancies’ and ‘advisory positions’ all lined up.

While the Julian Protectorate is not as wealthy or quite as technologically advanced as the Imperium,
it does have a market of hundreds of billions of sophonts… and that means massive starfreighters.
This graphic is titled “Crossing the Rust Ruins” © Adriano Portugal.
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Crossing-The-Rust-Ruins-714482451
And then, it was all blasted to dust, just like that.
The corruption eruptions were bad enough, driving many of his most powerful friends, allies and protectors into
21
bankruptcy, maulings and amputations, penniless exile, personality erasures and rewrites, and even executions.
But the real smash-up was the sex scandals, where the Ikonaz Vargr males were caught with inferior Irilitok Vargr
22
females. The disgust of the general Ikonaz masses – Ovaghoun and Vilani alike – led directly to the collapse of the
planetary government, the “Ikon Collective of Progress”, and the rise of a new government, the “Ikonok
23
Llirrusukh”.
Remarkably, Captain Grankdziz was only somewhat smeared by this political fiasco, primarily because he was
never more than a minor crony and glad-handler, rather than a big wheel in the various scams and escapades. His
mate left him of course – the loss of charisma loss alone would see to that – but he got off lightly. He will always be
24
grateful to Illounvraroeskfikh for refusing to slander his name in public …

A New Hope
As the wave of damage subsided, Captain Grankdziz managed to get some issues to break his way. First, he was
able to win a honourable discharge, and keep his Star Legion pension: no mean feat, given the attitude of the

21

Note the absence of prisons. The current Ikonaz leadership sees no reason why they should have to pay to
keep a criminal housed, fed… and pay for his medical treatment too!
22
The opinions of the Irilitok masses don’t count.
23
See Stellar Reaches #8, page 33
24
In truth, Captain Grandziz never did cheat on her, and was a reasonably decent father and mate: so
Illounvraroeskfikh’s punishment for his failure was on the light side, geared to protect herself and her pups
rather than to harm Grandziz.
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25

masses and the collapse of both the planetary government and his personal naval networks. His success here
placed a floor on how low his charisma could collapse: a critical victory in Vargr culture, where charisma is all.

Journeying across the stars, to hike across a forest…
This graphic is titled “Winding Paths II” © Andreas Rocha.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Winding-Paths-II-685218140
Then, came a chance to make a real recovery. As a Star Legion officer, Captain Grankdziz never really liked the
Imperium, the most powerful potential threat to the Protectorate. Even in these times of peace – something the
Captain is thankful for, especially as sporadic but grim (and sometimes blood-curdling) reports from the distant
Solomani Rim War drift in – the Captain resents Imperial hostility to his race, a hostility most easily uncovered in
26
the Empty Quarter.
One of his few contacts untouched by the purges brought up the Rukonrifguag: they were looking for an
experienced hand – someone with military or diplomatic experience – to oversee their pro-Vargr operations in the
Empty Quarter. The Captain jumped at the chance and, even with a greatly weakened network of connections and
favours to call on, he was easily able to persuade (bamboozle) the crew of the Plata o Plomo to sign him on.
Surprisingly, Captain Grankdziz decided to actually put his teeth into the work. He’s still the wrong Vargr for the
job: but he’s using parts of his brain (and his spine) that hasn’t been activated for ages.
Yes, he sees his position in the Rukonrifguag as his ticket to regaining and even surpassing the respect, honour,
public esteem, and charisma he has lost.. but helping his people, his race isn’t merely a means to an end. While
everyone on the Plata o Plomo supports the cause to the extent of actually working for it – and even risking their
25

I should note here that the Star Legion is part of the Julian Protectorate’s armed forces: while Ikon provides
an important contribution to the Rukadukaz Republic’s military – and so, indirectly to the Legion – the collapse
of the government of Ikon did not threaten the Republic, nor the Protectorate, nor the integrity, organization,
or operations of the Star Legion.
26
To be fair, the Captain (and other Vargr racial patriots) tends to be uninterested in understanding how the
long habit of Vargr raiding shape Imperial attitudes to the Vargr. And really: ‘uncovering’ hostility to the Vargr
in the Empty Quarter? It’s far more like having that hostility either quietly filling the room, leaving a certain
chill in the air (Vilani) or driven into their snouts and shoved down their throats (Solomani).
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lives for it – only Captain Grankdziz really believes in the need to give a hand to the weakest Vargr packs in the
Imperial Empty Quarter.
After decades of social climbing and sycophancy, the Captain is finally going to earn his rank.
“As Captain Grankdziz is an Ikonaz Vargr, why doesn't he take every opportunity to haze and harass the Irilitok
Vargr, Vadzuk Grenh?”
First, Vadzuk is far from the only Irilitok Vargr on the ship: the others have a good deal more power, confidence,
and aggression than she does… and are willing to use it on her behalf. “It just isn’t worth the hassle.”
Moreover, Captain Grankdziz has just seen many powerful Ikonaz Vargr males – some, good friends of his – lose
everything, precisely because they were messing with Irilitok females. “Best learn from the pain of others.”
Finally… in his eyes, the Irilitok Vargr are not the enemy. They aren't the threat. Imperial humans are the theat.
“Don’t get side-tracked: keep the main thing the main thing!”
Closing theme: “Wheels within Wheels”, Penguin Cafe, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fB9W12z0uU
Research is formalized curiosity.
It is poking and prying with a purpose.
– Zora Neale Hurtson
Investigator Mgutho’vgroevros
Give Me the Numbers
UPP 8A4757, Age 30, Ovaghoun-Irilitok Vargr
Skills: Math (Statistics) - 3, Jack-o-Trades - 2, Sensor Ops - 1, Computer - 1, Liaison - 1, Linguistics - 1, Admin - 1,
Electronics - 1, Instruction - 1, Mechanical - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0, Handgun - 0, Survival - 0
Languages: Julian Anglic, Modern Vilani
Tools: Just a datapad, a commlink/PDA/portabrain, and a pair of HUD glasses. No guns, no body armour, no
nothing.
Visual: A mix of Irilitok and Ovaghoun parentage, Mgutho’vgroevros shows traits from both Vargr races/cultures.
Her stoop and gait is less pronounced than most Vargr, and her snout is less pronounced: in this way, she shows
her Irilitok influence. However, her eyes aren’t nearly as large and endearing as purebred Irilitok would be. Her
manner of dress is basically of a minor Vilani professional, adapted for the Vargr anatomy.
Opening theme: “Ventriloquist”, Wayne Gratz, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbhGU5hQnY4
Home…
27
Bashkari/Naem/Mendan 3032 (UWP in 993: A5459B9-A) is an important trade nexus , situated between three
Julian Protectorate member states: the powerful Rukadukaz Republic, the even more powerful Asimikigir
Confederation, and the minor-league Ukhanzi Coordinate. It was on this notable watering hole that
Mgutho’vgroevros – henceforth shortened to “Mgutho” – was born.

27

“Important trade nexus” as of 993. By 1105, the starport has fallen from A to B, the culture has grown
hostile enough for the world to get Amber Zoned, the trade routes shift to more friendly systems, and the
times of easy money and rich living had fallen to legend. “Sic transit gloria mundi.”
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